
GOLD DIGGER: MINES
About
Join our lucky prospector, Gold Diggin’ Gus, as he enters the mine to go in
search of the lucrative golden nuggets while avoiding the dreaded TNT Mines
- it’s Gold Digger Mines. Gold Digger Mines is iSoftbet’s first ever “mines”
release - a simple pick & click game where the aim is to uncover gold nuggets
to increase the Win Multiplier, while at the same time making sure to avoid
the TNT Mines, which will  lose the accumulated prize and end the game
round. The more successful picks you make, the higher the Win Multiplier will
go, but nuggets become harder to find, while the TNT Mines are more likely
to steal all your hard earned gold. Paying homage to one of our most popular
ever slots, Gold Digger Mines is an exciting, fast-paced gaming experience,
where the player can control the volatility and feel of the game by choosing
their  own grid settings,  from bet size to the number of Mines contained
within the grid - the more starting Mines on the grid, the faster the nugget
values will grow, but the TNT Mines are also harder to avoid, making for a
high octane thrill ride with each subsequent pick. Gold Digger Mines brings
together the much-loved design and theme of the original slot, while also
offering a whole new style of game play perfectly suited to the modern online
player, with increasing excitement during every round and the opportunity to
Cash Out at any stage. Due for global release in early 2022, Gold Digger
Mines  looks  sure  to  be  another  successful  title  in  our  growing  games
portfolio and would be an exciting addition to any online casino.

THE STATS

RTP: 96.00% - 98.88% RTP RANGES + STRATEGY
1 MINE: Min 96.00% (5, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20,
21,  22,  23,  24 picks) /  Max 98.88% (1 pick) 2
MINES: Min 96.00% (9, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
picks)  /  Max  97.52%  (1  pick)  3  MINES:  Min
96.25% (2,  12 picks) /  Max 97.68% (1 pick)  5
MINES: Min 96.09% (10, 11 picks) / Max 97.60%
(1 pick) 7 MINES: Min 96.38% (9, 10, 11, 12 picks)
/ Max 97.20% (1 pick) 10 MINES: Min 96.09% (5,
6 picks) / Max 97.20% (1 pick) 15 MINES: Min
96.28% (4 picks) / Max 96.80% (1 pick)

FOUND

Shows how many nuggets have been found from
the total number on the grid.

NEXT WIN

Details
EXPOSURE

86400

RTP

98.88%

Specs
TECHNOLOGY

SKIN ID

200697



Shows the value of the next gold nugget if you
choose to continue the round.

PAYOUTS

The payout for the game is determined by a bet
multiplier  which  increases  after  each  winning
pick. The multiplier is dependent on the number
of gold nuggets found and the number of TNT
Mines. The current grid set-up always represents
the true probability of picking a nugget or a TNT
Mine.

GAME OVERVIEW

Gold  Digger  Mines  is  played on a  5  x  5  grid,
consisting of 25 squares. Behind each square is
either a gold nugget or a TNT Mine. Uncover gold
nuggets to increase your prize - you can choose
to cash out after a successful pick. If you find a
TNT Mine, you will lose your accumulated prize
and  the  game  round  is  over.  The  more  gold
nuggets you find, the bigger the rewards.

GOLD DIGGER: MINES
Game Features

HOW TO PLAY

At the start of the game, choose your bet size
and  the  number  of  TNT  Mines.  You  can
choose 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 or 15 Mines. The more
mines you choose, the faster your winnings
can grow - but gold is harder to find. Press
PLAY  to  start  and  choose  a  square  to
uncover. Each gold nugget found will increase
your  prize,  a  TNT  Mine  will  end  the  game
round.

CASH OUT
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Shows the current value of your prize, which
you can choose to collect (Cash Out). After a
gold nugget is found, this value will increase
and you can Cash Out after any successful
pick.

REMAINING PICKS

Shows the number of remaining picks you are
allowed to make. Depending on the number of
Mines,  you will  have a set number of initial
picks  available.  After  each  gold  nugget  is
found,  the  number  of  remaining  picks  will
count down by one. If remaining picks run out,
you will have reached the Maximum Win.

MAXIMUM WIN

Shows the  maximum possible  win  you can
reach with the current grid. Maximum Win is
dependent on the initial bet and the number of
starting Mines. If Maximum Win is reached, no
more picks are available and you must CASH
OUT.
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